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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT 02-22-04

1. 04-0068P Petit Theft 02/16/04
At approximately 1405 hours on this date a male USF student reported Criminal Mischief to a factory emblem on the trunk of his vehicle.
Officer Smith investigated. Case Inactive

2. 04-0070P Petit Theft 02/17/04
On this date at approximately 1117 hours a female USF staff member reported the theft of computer equipment from Davis Hall by an unknown subject(s).
Officer Smith investigated. Case unfounded, equipment located.

3. 03-0073P Grand Theft 02/18/04
At approximately 1546 hours on this date a USF staff member reported the theft of a pump from the Marine Science Lab by an unknown subject(s).
Officer Young investigated. Case unfounded, equipment located.

4. 04-0074P Possible Criminal Mischief 02/19/04
On this date at approximately 0852 hours USFPD received a report of 2 tires slashed on a student's vehicle in lot 15. Attempts to make further contact with the victim to verify the incident were not successful.
Officer Smith investigated. Case inactive.

5. 03-0081P Trespass 02/21/04
At approximately 1540 hours on this date a non-USF male was seen riding his bicycle recklessly on campus, near students. The subject was trespassed and left campus without incident.
Officer Spicuglia investigated.